
 
SUN TRAVEL 
Tour program 

1 Day Tashkent  

Arrival at the airport in Tashkent. Our comfortable transfer service will meet you at the 

airport and take you to your hotel. Check in to the hotel. Free time after a long flight. 

Overnight at a hotel in Tashkent. 

 

2 Day Tashkent – Khiva 

In the morning, the transfer will take you to the airport in Tashkent, leaving at 05: 45 on 

the morning flight to Urgench. On arrival at 07:15 meet at the airport, transfer to the 

city of Khiva. Then you will have a tour of the city of Khiva, we will introduce you to the 

famous "Ichan-Kala" (12-19 centuries), the inner City of Khiva, which has preserved 

more than 50 monuments and old houses.  Kunya Ark fortress, Pahlavan Mahmud 

Ensemble, stone Manor-Tash-Hovli Palace, Kalta-Malay Minaret, which is the symbol of 

the city, Islam Khoja Complex, you will visit Djuma Mosque, Khoja-Islam Mosque, Al-

Kulikhan Mosque, Abdullakhan Madrassah, Said Allauddin Mausoleum, Muhammad 

Amin Khan madrassah, Muhammad Rahim Khan Madrassah, Nurulbay Palace.  Check 

in to the hotel. After checking in at the hotel, you will have free time to relax. Night in 

Khiva. 

 

3 Day Khiva-Bukhara 

In the morning, you will have a delicious Breakfast at the Khiva hotel, and after that, you 

will not lose time, go to the oldest city, which is considered the pearl of the East - the city 

of Bukhara. On arrival, check in at the hotel. Free time. Night in Bukhara. 

 

http://suntravel.uz/kunya-ark-citadel
http://suntravel.uz/mausoleum-of-makhmud-pakhlavan
http://suntravel.uz/tash-khovli-palace
http://suntravel.uz/kalta-minor-minaret
http://suntravel.uz/islam-khoja-complex
http://suntravel.uz/djuma-mosque
http://suntravel.uz/islam-khoja-complex
http://suntravel.uz/allakuli-khan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/allakuli-khan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/abdullahan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/sayid-allauddin-mausoleum
http://suntravel.uz/muhammad-amin-khan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/muhammad-amin-khan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/muhammad-rahim-khan-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/nurullabay-palace


 
 

4 Day Bukhara 

After a hearty Breakfast at the hotel, you will have a walking tour, you will hurry to meet 

new emotions. You will be amazed by the mausoleum of "Samanids", the tomb of 

"Chashma Ayub", intrigued by the complex "Bolo-Hauz" and "Poi -Kalyan", will make 

you think about the important ancient fortress " Ark " and a number of madrassas – 

"Abdulaziz Khan", "Kosh" , "Ulugbek" ,"Kukeldash" , "Nadir Divan Begi", will please 

the ensemble "Lyabi-Hauz" and shopping domes. Free time. Overnight in a hotel in 

Bukhara. 

 

5 Day Bukhara – Shahrisabz - Samarkand 

Breakfast at the hotel in the morning. Then our comfortable transfer will take you to the 

city of Shahrisabz. In Shahrisabz, you will visit the Jahangir Mausoleum, the Dorus-

Saodat memorial complex, the ruins of the AK-Saray Palace, the Dor-ut Thayavat 

ensemble with the Kok-Gumbaz mosque and the tomb of father Tamerlan. At the end of 

the tour, you will go to Samarkand. On arrival, check in at the hotel. Overnight at a hotel 

in Samarkand. 

 

6 Day Samarkand 

After a delicious Breakfast at the hotel, you will start a very interesting tour of the city.  

First, you will find Yourself in the heart of Samarkand on Registan square, which 

consists of three amazingly beautiful madrassas – Ulugbek, Till-Kori, and Sher-Dor. 

Then visit the Guri Emir mausoleum, the tombs of the famous Temurid dynasty, and the 

Babi Khanum medieval mosque. Next, the Shahi-Zinda tomb ensemble will reveal its 

secrets to you, and the Ulugbek Observatory will share the beauty of the stars. The 

mausoleum of "Khoja Daniyar-Saint Daniel", which is revered by Muslims, Jews and 

http://suntravel.uz/samanids-mausoleum
http://suntravel.uz/chashma-ayub-mausoleum
http://suntravel.uz/bolo-khauz-complex
http://suntravel.uz/poi-kalyan-ensemble
http://suntravel.uz/ark-fortress
http://suntravel.uz/abdulaziz-khan-madrassah
http://suntravel.uz/kosh-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/ulughbeg-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/kukeldash-madrassah
http://suntravel.uz/nadir-divan-begi-ensemble
http://suntravel.uz/lyabi-khauz-ensemble
http://suntravel.uz/registan
http://suntravel.uz/the-mirzo-ulugbek-madrassah
http://suntravel.uz/the-tillha-kori-madrassah
http://suntravel.uz/sherdor-madrasah
http://suntravel.uz/the-tillha-kori-madrassah
http://suntravel.uz/bibi-hanum
http://suntravel.uz/the-complex-shahi-zinda
http://suntravel.uz/ulugbek-observatory
http://suntravel.uz/the-mausoleum-of-khoja-daniyar


 
Christians. After the tour our comfortable transfer will take You to Railway station of 

Samarkand and return You to the beginning of their journey-the city of Tashkent 

(Departure at 17:28-Arrival at 19:44). Transfer from the railway station in Tashkent. 

Check in to the hotel. Overnight at a hotel in Tashkent. 

7 Day Tashkent 

In the morning, a delicious Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to the airport Tashkent city. 
The flight Home! 
 

The tour price includes: 

1. Accommodation in a double room with Breakfast; 

2. Transfer program (Sedan); 

3. Excursions in Khiva, Bukhara and Samarkand; 

4. Professional tour guide services; 

5. Ticket for the Samarkand-Tashkent train; 

If there are no railway tickets for the high-speed train (Afrosiab), the company will 
purchase higher-class Railway tickets for another train with the approval of the partner 
company! 

6. Ticket for domestic flight Tashkent-Urgench (economy class); 

The price does not include: 

1. Entrance fees to the monuments and memorials on the tour; 

2. Lunches and dinners 

3. Insurance; 

4. Expenses of personal nature; 

5. Anything that is not listed as enabled; 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Uzbekistan, Tashkent, 100100, Usman Nasyr street, 53 

 www.suntravel.uz  
E-mail: tashkent@suntravel.uz   marina@suntravel.uz  

Phones: 
+998 97 750 65 75 
+998 90 910 22 11 

WhatsApp, Telegram, WeChat 

mailto:tashkent@suntravel.uz

